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Abstract

The following paper examines the application of graph technologies
to parliamentary data. Using the debates that took place in the Croa-
tian Parliament between 2003 and 2017 as an example, it demonstrates
hownatural language processing (NLP) tools, graphdatabases, andnet-
work algorithms can be used to conduct corpus statistical, stylometric,
and semantic analysis. Special attention will be paid to the structure of
morpho-syntactically tagged corpora, which are embedded in a prop-
erty graph database that enables the exploration of corpus-specific se-
mantic relations. As will be shown, such a structure allows parliament-
ary data to be empirically analyzed with regard to the communication,
conceptualization, and framing of social identities, interactions, insti-
tutions, and cultural models.

1 Introduction
This paper examines the application of graph technologies to parliamentary
data by means of natural language processing (NLP) techniques, the graph
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database Neo4j, and a Python implementation of igraph algorithms. It de-
scribes the embedding of a dependency-tagged corpus in a graph database
model, and presents an innovative approach to the empirical linguistic ana-
lysis of the social identities, interactions, institutions, and cultural practices
recorded in parliamentary data. The goal of the project is to establish an
extensive knowledge base with a clearly structured ontology, which in turn
enables data integration, data enrichment, and quantitative-qualitative ana-
lysis.

In addition to the application of standard corpus statistical methods,
semantic and stylometric analysis of the syntactic dependency structures
was carried out using the Universal Dependencies NLP parser (Straka and
Straková, 2017). Conceptual profiling of parliamentary discourse was un-
dertaken based on the semantic features of the syntactic dependency lexical
matrix with the aid of graph algorithms involving network centrality and
community measures.

By way of a case study, this paper considers records detailing Croatian par-
liamentary debates between 2003 and 2017. The following section (Section
2) discusses parliamentary data in general, while Section 3 elaborates on the
genesis of the Croatian Parliamentary Corpus (CroParl). Section 4 presents
a number of specific examples drawn from the said corpus, whereas the fifth
and final section contains concluding remarks and some thoughts on the
work that lies ahead.

2 Parliamentary Data
Parliamentary data constitutes a rich and publicly available resource that is
inherently endowed with politically and historically significant information
concerning the discourse between the political representatives of democratic
systems of government and the socio-cultural interactions inwhich they par-
ticipate.

In recent years, the improved accessibility of parliamentary data has made
the democratic process increasingly transparent (Janssen, 2011; Andrews
and da Silva, 2013; Granickas, 2014). Digital records of parliamentary de-
bates have become an indispensable resource for computational data ana-
lysis in the humanities and social sciences (Glavaš et al., 2019; Berntzen et al.,
2019; Hofmann et al., 2020). Moreover, there are a number of reasons why
companies, private citizens, and public organizations may wish to engage
withparliamentary data, includingbutnot limited to creatingbusiness value,
enabling local citizen value, addressing global societal challenges, and advoc-
ating the open data agenda (Lassinantti et al., 2019).

Yet the proper archiving, structuring, synchronization, and visualization
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of the treasure trove of multimodal data that is generated over the course of
the socially and institutionally highly complex interactions that characterize
parliamentary debates are not without their pitfalls. For one, the diversity
of the data management approaches of national and regional parliaments
with respect to issues such as language, rhetorical strategies, actor properties,
social features, and political context poses a significant obstacle to systematic
scientific inquiry.

Such standards for the processing of textual data and the creation of struc-
tured corpora of parliamentary and other governmental debates as currently
exist – along with a broad variety of metadata formalizations – are the result
of the efforts of a small number of scholars based out of various European
research centers. At the European level, the Digital Corpus of the European
Parliament (DCEP) (Hajlaoui et al., 2014) is perhaps the most significant
digital collection, while the CLARINERIC consortium assembles the avail-
able resources from a number of European national parliaments.1 Within
the ParlaCLARIN initiative, Erjavec and Pancur have laid out Text Encod-
ing Initiative (TEI) guidelines for corpora of parliamentary proceedings (Er-
javec and Pancur, 2019), with recommendations for the structure of the cor-
pus, the encoding of metadata (including, for example, the speakers and the
political parties to which they belong), speeches, and notes, and guidelines
for linguistic annotation and integration of multimedia content.2 However,
despite these efforts at standardization, the community of researchers work-
ing with parliamentary data remains fragmented and in need of a unified
platform.

Keeping these various factors in mind, the goal of this paper is to show-
case a flexible information framework based on graph technologies that is
capable of processing and integrating regional, national, and European par-
liamentary data. In so doing, I hope to demonstrate how current advances in
natural language processing and datamanagement can be harnessed to build
a socio-linguistic parliamentary data network that is accessible not only to
specialized scholars, but also to journalists, NGOs, and private citizens.

The working prototype for the web implementation of Croatian parlia-
mentary data is available on the website hosted by the University of Rijeka’s
EmoCNet project.3

1https://www.clarin.eu
2https://github.com/clarin-eric/parla-clarin
3http://emocnet.uniri.hr/croparl
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3 Croatian Parliamentary Corpus
A significant portion of parliamentary data is made up of texts that detail
political debates among representatives. This corpus of speech acts allows
researchers, particularly linguists and political scientists, to engage in differ-
ent kinds of semantic and pragmatic analysis.

Here I am concerned with the debates that took place in the Croatian Par-
liament between 2003 and 2017, during the fifth to ninth parliamentary as-
semblies. As can be seen in Figure 1, the process of corpus creation in this
instance consisted of data gathering,NLPparsing, data integration, and data
management in the property graph database (Perak and Rodik, 2018).

3.1 Data Gathering and Integration
The data was gathered using a Selenium scraper4 from the Croatian Parlia-
ment web repository.5 Data pertaining to the debates that took place dur-
ing the fifth to the ninth parliamentary assemblies is to be found in two sep-
arate datasets: one containing values that relate to the assemblies, sessions,
and topics, and another containing values that concern persons, debate tran-
scripts, topic IDs, and announcement metadata.

3.2 NLP Parsing
Extracted from 390,000 transcripts, the various speech acts of the represent-
atives in question were processed using the UDPipe Natural Language Pro-
cessing Toolkit (Straka et al., 2016), which includes features such as tokeniz-
ation, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, and dependency parsing. Pars-
ing was done using the Universal Dependencies 2.0 Model (UDPipe repos-
itory)6 developed in Croatia (Agić and Ljubešić, 2015).

The NLP parsing created over 4 million sentences and 70 million word
tokens in the CoNLL-U output format (Figure 2). The morpho-syntactic
metadata appears in 10 tab-separated value fields:
1. ID: word index
2. FORM: word form or punctuation symbol
3. LEMMA: lemma or stem of word form
4. UPOS: universal part-of-speech tag
5. XPOS: language-specific part-of-speech tag
6. FEATS: list of morphological features from the universal feature

inventory
4https://github.com/ropensci/RSelenium
5The data gathering process is published under the GitHub handle https://github.com/

rodik/Sabor. TheCroation Parliamentweb repository can be accessed via http://edoc.sabor.hr/
6https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-2364
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7. HEAD: head of the current word
8. DEPREL: universal dependency relation to the HEAD
9. DEPS: enhanced dependency graph
10. MISC: any other annotation

3.3 Data Integration

The data obtained from the Croatian Parliament was then integrated with
the CoNLL-U formatted results Straka et al. (2016) in the property graph
database Neo4j (Webber, 2012). Using the existing data categories of the
Croatian parliamentary records in conjunction with parsed linguistic struc-
tures, an informational graph structure was created, in which labels, nodes,
node properties, relationships, and relationship properties form an onto-
logy of the various entities involved in the parliamentary debates (Figure
3). For example, labels represent instances of ontologically similar entities,
while links represent their inter-structural connections. Labels also have as
instances nodes that can store their relational properties in the form of key-
value metadata structures, which is one of the major advantages of employ-
ing a property graph database.

Structurally complex entities are metonymically related to ontologically
less complex entities: Assembly can be narrowed down to Session, which
can be narrowed down to Topic, which can be narrowed down toUtterance,
which can be narrowed down to Sentence, which can be narrowed down
to Token. Utterances are related to a Representative, who is socially related
to a Party and a Parliamentary Club. Some labels have inter-structural rela-
tionships: tokens, sentences, and utterances are sequential in nature, while
tokens also have syntactic dependency relations.7

Arranging the data in question in a property graph has a number of ad-
vantages. First, it enables the integration of various datasets into a single
framework. Second, labels, nodes, relations, and their properties can be eas-
ily updated or remodeled according to newly adopted standards, and the
structure of the graph can be enriched with additional knowledge resources.
Last but not least, the user-friendly graph representation of the information
ontology enables digital humanities scholars to intuitively develop new ap-
proaches to their material based on the interrelation of data structures.8

7For details concerning the data integration and NLP parsing process, see Perak and
Rodik (2018).

8The taggedCroParl graph database’sNeo4j dump is a case in point, https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1zRy3EmwPrb4r3vGM3J5N5bpeKwCLEaHF/view?usp=sharing
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4 Corpus Analysis
4.1 Statistical Summarization of Lexical Usage
The CroParl corpus contains data from five parliamentary assemblies and
covers 5,599 topics, which were broached by 895 members of parliament
belonging to 42 political parties. In the process of NLP parsing, 390,078
utterances were related to 4 million sentences and 70 million tokens.

4.1.1 Lexical Summarization
The graph-based lexical store thus enables standard lexical summarizations
based on tokens, lemmas, or part-of-speech counts, and their respective pro-
portions. For instance, Table 1 represents the lemma count for nouns in the
corpus.

The corpus can also be used for the representation of a keyword in
context (KWIC). The KWIC solution offered on the official site (ht-
tps://edoc.sabor.hr/) relies on a string-based query search. This type of
search is relatively easy to implement from a technical standpoint, and is
suitable for morphologically lean languages. However, this is not the case
for Croatian, which has a complex declination and inflection system. Con-
sequently, a lemma-based query yields much more accurate results in the
KWIC concordance. Table 2 presents an example of sentence level results
for the noun ljubav (‘love’) using a lemma-based KWIC query. The results
are based on the lemma=‘ljubav’ and part-of-speech pos=‘noun’ properties
assigned to the tokens.

4.1.2 Stylometric Summarization
Stylometric summarization based on the linguistic behaviour of parliament-
ary representatives can provide uswith valuable insights into their individual
linguistic profiles, stylistic idiosyncrasies, and similarities compared to other
speakers (Amancio, 2015). As I will demonstrate in this section, utterance
analysis and word/concept counts are especially illuminating in this regard.

The number of utterances of a speaker, for example, corresponds fairly
directly to their prominence within the parliament. Table 3 shows a list of
the 15 representatives with the highest number of utterances in the CroParl
corpus, with the overwhelming majority belonging to Vladimir Šeks, who
served as President of the Croatian Parliament from 2003 to 2008. A quick
examination of Table 3 reveals that the two runners-up, Bebić and Leko, also
served in this role, which, by its formal nature, involves numerous speech acts
with low token counts per utterance.

Prominence can also be measured by other lexical features, such as lem-
mas per representative, part-of-speech count per representative, etc., and
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the data management structure enables various types of filtering (e.g. utter-
ances/tokens/lemmas per date/assembly/session/topic).

Another application of corpus-based stylometric analysis is the frequency
with which a certain lexeme is used by a specific representative. For instance,
wemight be interested in how often emotionally charged lexemes were used,
and by whom. By way of example, Tables 4 and 5 show a portion of the data
for two such terms: love and peace.

Here we see that the lexememir (‘peace’) was used almost five times more
often than the lexeme ljubav (‘love’). Column “F” represents the frequency
with which the respective lexeme occurred in the representative’s utterances,
column “p in All” represents the overall proportion of the lemma in the cor-
pus, column “Auth” the number of tokens per representative, and column
“p in Auth” the proportion in which the lemma occurred in speeches by the
representative. While the value “p in All” can be interpreted as an indicator
for the representative’s conceptual influence on the debates, the value “p in
Auth” represents the importance assigned to a particular concept by a given
speaker.

This type of analysis opens up awhole range of possibilitieswhen it comes
to further studies concerning the significance of specific concepts to indi-
vidual representatives. Stylometric linguistic analysis could also be used to
interrogate the socio-, pragma-, and cross-linguistic profiles of a given polit-
ical party or parliamentary club based on how often and in which contexts
lexemes such as ‘love’ and ‘peace’ are used by its members.

4.2 Dependency-Based Semantic Network Analysis

The NLP parsing of the texts in question created 74,968,809 syntactic de-
pendency relations between tokens. The structure of the relations tagged by
the Universal Dependencies parser is shown in Table 6.

The graph structure of these relations enables a dependency-based type of
semantic analysis that is conducive to a number of NLP tasks, including the
discovery of corpus-specific word senses.

4.2.1 Semantic Domain Induction Based on “Conj” Dependency

Word sense disambiguation and word sense identification have been im-
portant tasks from the earliest days of natural language processing research
(Schütze, 1998; Ide and Véronis, 1998; Navigli, 2009). NLP studies have re-
peatedly demonstrated the usefulness of dependency-tagged corpora when
it comes to the unsupervised assembling of semantic knowledge. The co-
ordination structure labeled as conj in the UD framework, which expresses
an asymmetrical dependency relation between two elements that are connec-
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ted by a coordinating conjunction, such as and, or, etc., has proved particu-
larly useful for distinguishing between associated classes of concepts (Wid-
dows and Dorow, 2002; Cederberg andWiddows, 2003; Widdows, 2003).
In the method being outlined here, the iterating graph algorithm is used

to produce an undirected graph from all the nouns collocated with the con-
struction dependency, operating as a kind of lexical embedding that rep-
resents the semantic structure of the concepts found in the Croatian Par-
liamentary corpus. The coordination dependency graph can be used to
identify ontologically similar lexemes and related semantic domains for a
given source lexeme:

• choose a source lexeme and identify n number of the most frequently
collocated target lexemes

• construct a lexical network with associated lexemes as nodes and
coordination-based weighted relations

• detect lexically coherent communities with sub-graphs as a represent-
ation of the semantic domains, and use parametrizable granularity as
a measure of the level of categorical consistency vs continuity and ab-
straction

• analyze the distribution of prototypical association patterns as an indic-
ation of cross-cultural framing and cross-linguistic variations

Graph analysis, meanwhile, is performed with the help of the Python imple-
mentation of igraph, which is used to identify, measure, and visualize the
conceptual framing. The procedure starts with extracting collocations of an
arbitrary source lexeme. For instance, the first 50 most common collocates
for the lexememir (‘peace’) are represented in Figure 4.
For the source lexememir with n = 50 first order lexemes, the structural

function of a friend coordination network is enhanced by identifying n=50
second order lexemes in a friend-of-a-friend (FoF) pattern. By analyzing the
subgraphs created by the second order coordinated dependency noun col-
locates we can distinguish the semantic clusters that indicate the sense asso-
ciation of the source lexeme.

The FoF network with 945 nodes was pruned with regards to the node
degree measure degree>4 in order to filter out the less interconnected lex-
emes from the semantic network. As can be seen in Figure 5, the resulting
FoF network formir contained 120 nodes, which were then clustered using
the Leiden clustering algorithm (Traag et al., 2019). The resulting network
with six clusters reveals the corpus-specific structure of the semantically as-
sociated concepts and domains, as can be seen in Table 7. If needed, modi-
fications of the resolution parameter can render more fine-grained or more
robust communities.
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Finally, the prominence of the associative conceptual profiling of the
source lexememir can be discerned from a speaker’s weighted contribution
to the coordinationdependency graph. Theweighted graphwas constructed
using the collocates that are in a coordination dependency with the source
lexememir used by each representative.
The resulting graph with 461 nodes was pruned to highlight the more

prominent associations using weighted degree > 4 settings. The weighted
degree represents the sum of weights assigned to the node’s connections. By
filtering out the nodes by weighted degree, we were able to focus on the lex-
emes and representatives that saliently contribute to the association matrix
of the lexememir by their occurrence. As is shown in Figure 6, the pruned
associative network with 97 elements was then clustered using the cpm res-
olution 0.34, which yielded 50 clusters. The 12most prominent association
clusters of the lexememir can be found in Table 8.
Clearly, then, graphmeasures and network representation of socio-lexical

phenomenon can be used to glean an empirical, yet intuitive, understand-
ing of the complex weighted structural relations between lexical content and
the agents who generate this content. Of particular interest here is the ques-
tion of which lexemes exhibit the highest number of associations, and who
introduced these associations. Figure 6 shows that stabilnost (‘stability’), sig-
urnost (‘safety’), and red (‘order’) are central for understanding the associ-
ative conceptual content of the lexememir. The clusters, represented with
different colors in Figure 6 and transcribed in Table 8, reveal the agents who
most frequently made use of the lexemes in question. Interestingly, most
of the agents connected with the concepts ‘safety’ and ‘order’ have served as
members of institutions responsible for the nation’s defense. For instance,
both Ivan Šantek and Tomislav Čuljak were members of the committee on
Internal Policy and National Security. Šantek was also a member of the De-
fense Committee from 2013, while Berislav Rončević served as its vice chair-
man.

Conversely, the concept ‘peace’ has a different connotationwhen coupled
with the lexemes ‘stability’ and ‘cooperation’ – the agents in this cluster seem
to bemore concerned with international relations. Jozo Radoš, for example,
was vice-chairman of the Committee on European Affairs and a member
of the Committee on European Integration, while Davor Ivo Stier was a
member of theCommittee on InterparliamentaryCooperation, the Foreign
Policy Committee, and the Committee on European Affairs. The same
holds true for Stier’s fellow part member, Andrej Plenković, who would go
on to become primeminister. Similarly, the aspect of ‘prosperity’ in connec-
tionwith ‘peace’waspromotedwithparticular vigorby thedeputy chairman
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of the Committee on Croats outside the Republic of Croatia, Boro Gru-
bišić, and by a member of the Committee on Regional Development and
European Union Funds, Petar Baranović. The antonym ‘war,’ meanwhile,
was prominently associated with ‘peace’ by the president of the Delegation
of the Croatian Parliament to theNATOParliamentary Assembly, Krešimir
Ćosić.

Although these results were acquired from a complex set of queries and
graph algorithms, they intuitively represent the conceptual associative di-
mension of the lexememir, and as such can help us to begin to understand
how conceptual relations are influenced andmotivated by the political views
of the speakers in question and their respective institutional functions. The
possibility of such an insight demonstrates the true value of graph-based
socio-linguistically and morpho-syntactically tagged corpus analysis: it al-
lows us not only to simply count lexical items or allocate frequencies of syn-
tactical relations, but to explore the socio-cognitive aspects of conceptual-
ization by revealing a dynamic pragmatic context that is determined by the
graph structure of the nodes and the relationships that link them together.

5 Conclusion
In this essay, I have introduced a graph-based data management and ana-
lysis framework that seeks to integrate parliamentary data with a NLP de-
pendency tagged corpus. The proposed framework can ingest multiple data
formats with disparate internal structures, while producing flexible and in-
tuitive information structures that are highly conducive to comparative data
analysis. Making use of the readily available Neo4j database, NLP tools, and
a Python implementation of graph algorithms, it can easily be adapted to
a wide variety of discipline-specific research approaches and customized to
meet the requirements of individual researchers.

In our continued work on parliamentary data analysis, we plan to: a) har-
vest recent parliamentary data, b) implement new NLP tools for the Croa-
tian language provided by the CLASSLA initiative, and include named-
entity recognition (NER) data in the data tagging, c) carry out further re-
search on stylometric analysis, particularly with regard to its diachronic di-
mension, d) integrate data from external sources of parliamentary data (ht-
tps://edoc.sabor.hr, wikipedia, etc.), and e) extend existing semantic graph
research to other dependency relations.

Special attention will be paid to further enhancing the web infrastruc-
ture for Croatian parliamentary data,9 which has recently been established
with the help of funding from theUniversity of Rijeka and theUniversity of

9http://emocnet.uniri.hr/croparl
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Zagreb University Computing Centre (SRCE), as such resources are essen-
tial for establishing a platform for collaborative scholarship onparliamentary
data that encourages the exchange of information at an international level.
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Rank Lemma Eng. Count
1 problem problem 100,684
2 ministar minister 94,195
3 građanin citizen 91,425
4 sustav system 89,971
5 rad labor 87,245
6 ministarstvo ministry 85,868
7 klub club 85,413
8 proračun budget 85,325
9 vrijeme time 80,573
10 replika reply 80,302
... ... ...

Table 1: Most frequent noun lemmas

Person Example
Jurjević, Marin Htio bih odmah na početku kazati pošto govorimo

o djeci, a ponekad i u nekim raspravama ima dosta
politiziranosti, htio bih kazati da se djeca ne rađaju
ni radi politike, ni radi države, ni radi klase, ni radi
nacije, da se rađaju radi ljubavi kao što je netko
već jutros rekao i da je to posljedica možda jednog
od posljednjih prirodnih odnosa izmeđumuškarca i
žene, a koji su opet posljedica ljubavi.

Sučec-Trakoštanec, Ivana Dakle, ja mislim da je žena kao majka, žena kao dio
obitelji i ne znam zašto su se ljudi smijali kada se go-
vorilo o ljubavi pa ja onda ne moram ni ljubav spo-
menuti ali dakle, žena koja izabere da će sa svojim
suprugom barem u prijateljstvu imati određeni broj
djece ausput završi fakultet, usput doktorira, usput i
radi nazadna jamislimda je ona vrlo slobodnaosoba,
da je ona suvremena i da je ona ravnopravnija od
kolegamuškaraca jer emancipacija se živi a ne priča...

... ...

Table 2: Lexeme ljubav (’love’) in context as used by two parliamentary representat-
ives
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Rank Representative Utterance Count
1 Šeks, Vladimir 45,635
2 Bebić, Luka 22,770
3 Leko, Josip 18,825
4 Zgrebec, Dragica 18,454
5 Stazić, Nenad 16,293
6 Reiner, Željko 16,224
7 Batinić, Milorad 10,486
8 Jandroković, Gordan 9,673
9 Jarnjak, Ivan 9,044
10 Milinović, Darko 6,496
11 Brkić, Milijan 5,342
12 Petrov, Božo 5,039
13 Šuker, Ivan 4,659
14 Friščić, Josip 3,780
15 Grubišić, Boro 3,736
... ...

Table 3: Utterances per representative

Name F p in All Auth p in Auth
1 Antičević Marinović, In-

grid
56 7.13e-07 1,513,103 3.7e-05

2 Jurjević, Marin 32 4.07e-07 226,649 0.000141
3 Kosor, Jadranka 29 3.69e-07 756,311 3.8e-05
4 Lalić, Ljubica 25 3.18e-07 305,994 8.2e-05
5 Sumrak, Đurđica 22 2.8e-07 308,075 7.1e-05
6 Marić, Goran 20 2.55e-07 569,439 3.5e-05
7 Letica, Slaven 18 2.29e-07 216,754 8.3e-05
8 Beus Richembergh,

Goran
17 2.16e-07 575,021 3e-05

9 Pernar, Ivan 16 2.04e-07 461,554 3.5e-05
10 Grubišić, Boro 15 1.91e-07 1,484,462 1e-05

Table 4: Lexeme ljubav (’love’) (corpus count = 908, frequency = 11.56 per mil-
lion words) per representative
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Name F p in All Auth p in Auth
1 Šeks, Vladimir 560 7.13e-06 1,247,153 0.000449
2 Tafra, Višnja 224 2.852e-06 95,950 0.0023345
3 Kajin, Damir 127 1.617e-06 2,171,645 5.85e-05
4 Đakić, Josip 125 1.592e-06 501,417 0.0002493
5 Brkić, Milijan 110 1.401e-06 141,999 0.0007747
6 Jandroković, Gordan 86 1.095e-06 404,767 0.0002125
7 Pernar, Ivan 85 1.082e-06 461,554 0.0001842
8 Špoljar, Dunja 84 1.07e-06 60,456 0.0013894
9 Ćosić, Krešimir 83 1.057e-06 242,607 0.0003421
10 Zgrebec, Dragica 79 1.006e-06 699,250 0.000113

Table 5: Lexememir (’peace’) (corpus count=4665, frequency=59.4permillion
words) per representative

Nominals Clauses Modifier Function
Core nsubj csubj
Arguments nsubj csubj

obj ccomp
iobj xcomp

Non-Core obl advmod aux
Dependents vocative discourse cop

expl mark
dislocated

Nominal nmod acl amod det
Dependents appos clf

nummod case
Coordination MWE Loose Special Other
conj fixed list orphan punct
cc flat parataxis goeswith root

compound reparandum dep

Table 6: Structure of syntactic relations
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Figure 4: Fifty most frequent collocates for the lexememir (’peace’)

Figure 5: FoF network formir (’peace’)
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C Nodes Eng
1 mir, stabilnost, vrijednost, demokracija,

napredak, tolerancija, oprost, proizvod-
nja, blagdan, život, tišina, prosperitet,
blagostanje, rast, sustav, gospodarstvo,
zaštita, kvaliteta, aktivnost, povećanje,
uvjet, društvo, novac, imovina, načelo,
uloga, rješenje

peace, stability, value, democracy, pro-
gress, tolerance, forgiveness, produc-
tion, holiday, life, silence, prosperity,
well-being, growth, system, economy,
protection, quality, activity, increase,
condition, society, money, property,
principle, role, solution

2 red, sigurnost, sloboda, pravda,
pozivanje, govor, sjednica, zastupnik,
rasprava, tema, prijedlog, pitanje,
izvješće, standard, zdravlje, pravo,
zakonodavstvo, građanin, odbor,
odgovornost, odluka

order, security, freedom, justice, calling,
speech, session, representative, debate,
topic, proposal, question, report, stand-
ard, health, law, legislation, citizen,
committee, responsibility, decision

3 materijal, država, akcija, desetljeće,
općina, grad, ministarstvo, zakon,
proračun, prihod, samouprava, župan-
ija, razlog, zajednica, broj, republika,
sredstvo, uprava, jedinica, turizam,
udruga

material, state, action, decade, municip-
ality, city, ministry, law, budget, rev-
enue, self-government, county, reason,
community, number, republic, means,
administration, unit, tourism, associ-
ation

4 suradnja, interes, fokus, razvoj, plan,
dobar, cilj, područje, reforma, izmjena,
politika, strategija, program, potpora,
prioritet, rezultat, potreba, stvar, mjera,
dokument

cooperation, interest, focus, develop-
ment, plan, good, goal, area, reform,
change, policy, strategy, program, sup-
port, priority, result, need, thing, meas-
ure, document

5 žena, mjesto, ugovor, posao, plaća,
doprinos, radnik, rad, način, uvođenje,
odnos, čovjek, dio, prostor, tisuća, ob-
veza, projekt

woman, place, contract, job, salary, con-
tribution, worker, work, manner, intro-
duction, relationship, man, part, space,
thousand, obligation, project

6 rat, stanje, oružje, prijetnja, slučaj,
kod, problem, vrijeme, situacija, god-
ina, primjer, djelo, mogućnost, podatak

war, condition, weapon, threat, case,
code, problem, time, situation, year, ex-
ample, work, possibility, data

Table 7: Clusters of the FoF network for mir (’peace’) pruned by degree < 4,
clustering=Louvain,method=mvp
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Figure 6: Associative conceptual profiling of the conceptmir through the coordin-
ated dependencies of representatives

C Nodes
1 red ’order’, sigurnost ’safety’, Šantek Ivan, Rončević Berislav, Čuljak Tomislav,

Tireli Nansi
2 stabilnost ’stability’, suradnja ’cooperation’, Radoš Jozo, Stier Davor Ivo, Plen-

ković Andrej
3 Indija ’India’, tolerancija ’tolerance’, Đakić Josip
4 Ćosić Krešimir, rat ’war’, Marić Goran
5 Kolman Igor, napredak ’progress’, Sanader Ivo
6 Pernar Ivan, radost ’joy’, nenasilje ’nonviolence’
7 sloboda ’freedom’, Krstičević Damir, Šeks Vladimir
8 suživot ’coexistence’, Leko Josip, Babić Ante
9 Rudan Pavao, pravo ’law’, Milas, Zvonko
10 Lalić Ljubica, zaštita ’protection’, Božinović Davor
11 Grubišić Boro, Baranović Petar, prosperitet, ’prosperity’
12 Antunović Željka, tišina ’silence’, Vincelj Željko

Table 8: Prominent associations of the lexememir: 97 nodes and 50 clusters pruned
by weighted degree<4, clustering=Louvain,method=cpm, resolution=0.34
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